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“Sacrifice thank offerings to God, fulfill your vows to the Most High, and 

call on me in the day of trouble; I will deliver you, and you will honor me.” Ps 50:14-15 
 
As I read this Psalm this morning it reminded me yet again of what it is that God longs for from you and I – gratitude, 
obedience, and trust. God is deeply passionate about these aspects growing in our lives – not for His benefit, but for 
ours. When we walk with grateful hearts, we are not critical or cynical people. As we obey, we experience the abundant 
life God has for us instead of a life marked by the pain & destruction that come as a natural result of sinful choices. Each 
time we pray & call out to Him in a thoughtful and intentional fashion, God is remaking our souls into people who 
hunger for what God prioritizes. If we are not careful, we can get caught in the trap of finding ourselves as a Christian 
“doing” vs. a Christian “being” – wrapped up in all the things I have to do for God vs being with God and nurturing my 
relationship with Him. As we step into the holiday season, the pace of activities and opportunities for doing only ramps 

up (and lots of those opportunities are great ones – like the REACH the Valley serving events      ). Be involved – do what 
God is challenging you and your group to do, but just manage the boundaries to ensure you don’t find yourself so 
focused on doing that you’ve lost sight of being grateful, understanding what God is calling you to do and walking each 
day in an attitude of prayer. 
 
 
Another stone for the bag 
 
In our community group last week, we were discussing 1 Peter 5 and having a wonderful dialog about understanding 
and applying these verses. As we were talking, totally out of the blue, someone asked a question in a completely 
different direction (it didn’t seem that way to them based on what was running through their head – but it was!). We 
launched into a time of meaningful dialog about some weighty topics separate from what we had been discussing. 
Sometimes these “discussion detours” are “scenic” (powerful times of discussion/growth), but other times they’re just 
rabbit-trails (where the group gets confused or worse yet, feels the dialog was meaningless). Perhaps you’ve been in 
groups where rabbit-trails were a norm (sadly) – or other groups where the leader stifled any type of going “off-course”. 
These scenarios point to how vitally important discernment is for a leader and why praying for this for yourself is so 
crucial so that in the moment, as you’re asking the Holy Spirit for guidance, you know when to gently rein the dialog 
back in or to allow the Spirit to work freely. Reading not only the Spirit’s guidance but also the faces/interactions of the 
rest of the group can be helpful to know if this is a discussion to foster or table and have a 1:1 with the person asking the 
questions. Discernment and wisdom to help see groups have great discussions which lead to understanding of the 
Scriptures and clarity to know where/how to apply it is one of the major elements of what I pray for each of you! 
 

 
Notable news & dates 
 
9/25/22 – 11/19/22 – Fall semester dates (sermon discussion questions will continue through 11/13) 
11/27 – 12/18 – Christmas REACH the Valley (the stores have Christmas items out – why not here too?!?) 

• Sign-ups are available at the following link – be sure to get your family or group involved before slots fill up! 
1/24/23 – Our next Community Group Leader celebration event (6:30-8p) 

• Click here to register and please put this on your calendar so you don’t miss out on this great opportunity to 
encourage each other, fellowship with other leaders, and celebrate what God is doing in/through our groups! 

 
What you do is so vitally important - thank you for your faithful service to Jesus and the shepherding of your group!

 

https://victoryhighway.churchcenter.com/registrations/events/
https://victoryhighway.churchcenter.com/registrations/events/1510237

